Recognition systems of scanned or printed music scores which have been implemented on personal computer received consideration of many scientists and achieved significant results in many years. A modern trend with music scores captured and played directly on mobile devices become more interesting to researchers. The limit of resource and the effects of illumination, distortion, inclination on input images are still challenges to these recognition systems. In this paper, we introduce a novel approach to recognize music scores captured by mobile camera. To reduce the complexity as well as computational time of the system, we groups all symbols extracted from music score into ten main classes. Each major class is applied to SVM to classify music symbols separately. The experimental results showed that our proposed method could be applied to real time applications and the performance is competitive to others.
recognize music symbols. This may lead to increase the resource consumption and processing time on mobile devices.
In this paper, we introduce a novel and effective approach to recognize music scores on mobile devices. First, our method could deal with music scores captured directly from a mobile camera under the influences of environment acquisition, including distortion, illumination and different viewpoints. Unlike previous approaches, our system use some preprocess techniques such as global and local based binarization and line fitting method [15] to eliminate the effects of environment on input images. Moreover, to reduce the complexity, all symbols are grouped into ten main classes which have the similar features before applying SVM to recognize each symbol in these main classes.
(a) (b) Fig.1 . Music score which is scanned from printed sheet (a), a part of music score which is captured from mobile camera (b) with illumination and distort effects.
In summary, our contributions are:
 Our approach is applied global and local threshold based binarization and line fitting method to remove illumination effect, distortion and noise from input music scores to improve the performance of system.
 Heuristic characteristics are used to classify all symbols into ten subclasses with the similar features reduced the number of classes and the difficulty level for SVMs.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present all related works about recognizing the music score recognition systems. Section 3 describes our proposed methods in details. The experimental results are presented in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws out the conclusion and future researches.
Related Work
Most approaches of music symbol recognition is that all symbols are split by staffs and the elementary graphic symbols such as note head, rest, dot, stem, tag [4-6, 11, 13] .Then using machine learning to recognize. In [9] , the k-nearest neighbor rule is used while in [3, 6, 14] neural networks is the selected classifier. Choudhury et al. [4] proposed the extraction of symbol features, such as width, height, are, number of holes, and low-order central moments, whereas Taubman [12] preferred to extract standard moments, centralized moments, normalized moments, and Hu moments with the knearest neighbor method.
In [7, 8] , the authors introduced various approaches that avoid the prior segmentation phase. They are superior methods in which, both segmentation and recognition steps are implemented simultaneously using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). Features are extracted directly from images but this process is not only difficult to be carried out but also sensitive to errors.
Homenda and Luckner [10] used five classes of music symbols with two different classification approaches: classification with and without rejection. In case of leaving staff line and segmentation, [15] adds horizontal lines to extend to the top and bottom of the staves.
[16-17] are approaches on mobile devices. [16] applied on android platform and [17] on window phone 7. Both of two methods used learning machine to recognize music symbols from printed or camera captured music sheets
Proposed Method
With the above analysis, our proposed method provides a novel way to recognize music symbol which achieved by music scores captured from camera. Unlike to previous methods, we use two steps for recognition. The first, all symbols are classified into ten main classes with the similarity features (number of note heads, number of lines). Each of ten main classes includes some symbol subclasses. After that, SVM method is applied to classify separate symbols in each class.
The Overall Method
The figure 2 presents the overall model of our proposed method. With each symbol, it would be classified into one of ten major classes at first based on the heuristic criterions such as location symbols located, number of note heads, and number of vertical lines. These features are achieved with high accuracy by using symbol's proper information, projection, template matching and shift. Each main class contains one symbol or some kind of symbols. With later cases, nine SVMs are used to classify symbols into subclasses. 
Preprocessing
This step implements two tasks, including image binarization and staff line information extraction. Under the effect of illumination, in some cases, the background color of music image becomes swarthy. It is difficult to separate background from foreground if using only local or global threshold method [15] . Therefore, the combination of local and global threshold is used to binary image. As be mentioned, the music sheets captured from mobile camera are often affected by distortion, illumination, different viewpoints. Therefore, the staff lines in the achieved binary image could be distorted and tilted. To resolve this issue, we use line fitting method [15] to detect and correct these staff line.
Ten Main Classes
To achieve ten classes from all symbols after segmentation, we base on the feature of symbols. Ten classes includes: CLEF, _NORMAL_NOTE, _BEAM_NOTE, _FULL2_NOTE, _SHARP_NATURAL , _NO_LINE, _MULTI_NOTE, _MULTI_BEAM_NOTE, _MEASURE, _CODE as in the table 1.
With general ideal, there are three special kinds of symbols: _CLEF, _MEASURE and _CODE. These independent on the number of note heads and number of lines and they have the fix locations on the music score. So after segmentation, with the information about the locations of these symbols, we can be easy to classify them into 3 main classes: the first class is _CLEF, the size of this symbol is large, the top and bottom boundary of cleft are outside the top and bottom of staff line and this symbol is located at the beginning of stave. The second class is _MEASURE, these symbols are located immediately after the clef. And the last is the _CODE class, the location of this class is above the staves, the bottom of the boundary always approximates the first line location in the staff. The rest seven classes, they have the same feature is that they relate to the head-notes and lines. With the "_NO_LINE" class, the number of line equals to zero and include 6 subclasses, the "_NORMAL_NOTE" class includes three subclasses and the both number of lines and number of note heads equal to 1. The "_BEAM_NOTE" class has only two sub classes with the number of line equals to the number of head-notes and the number of lines has to more than 1. If the number of lines equals to 1 and the number of note heads is zero, four subclasses are classified into "_FULL2_NOTE" class. Sharp and natural are in the same class with the number of lines is 2 and the number of note heads is zero. "_MULTI_NOTE" has the number of lines being smaller than the number of note heads and the number of lines being 1 or the number of lines being 2 and the number of note heads being 1. "_MULTI_BEAM_NOTE" class has only one subclass. This class includes symbols which the number of lines is smaller than the number of note heads and the number of lines is larger than one. The location of each symbol could achieve from symbol's information which is gathered in segmentation step. The issue remains is that how to determine the number of lines and the number of note heads for each symbol. Projection, template matching and shift are applied to resolve this problem.
Vertical Projection for Vertical Line Detection
With each symbol image achieved after segmentation, we use vertical projection to get the histogram of this symbol, base on the feature of line with the number of pixels, we set some thresholds to find out the local peaks. By experimental, Threshold for vertical lines based on the height of staff line and the distance between lines is estimated by:
where , r are the distance between lines and line height respectively. , are user-defined values.
According to the acknowledgement about music score' rules, vertical lines' length always smaller than bar-line (includes 4 * and 5 * ) and bigger than a half of bar-line. So in this work, , are selected as 2 and 3 respectively in practice to ensure that all vertical lines are collected precisely. Therefore, the interesting positions where black note or white note could appear are the vertical lines' location. As can be seen in the Table 2 , the red horizontal line which is calculated from the Eq. (1) is the threshold for detecting the vertical line of symbols after vertical projection. With proper threshold, quarter note, bar line, sixteenth note, half note, eight note get one vertical line, multi note and beam note get two line and sharp with the number of line equaling to zero. 
Head Note Detection
Template matching for black note head is applied for each position of vertical line. The template is shifted in both two sides of vertical line with step being equal to distance between staff lines (Figure 3.  (a, b) ). After this step, the number of lines and the number of head notes for each symbol are achieved. All symbols are categorized into ten main classes for next process.
SVM for Music Symbol Recognition
After the first step, all symbols are divided into ten main classes, some classes such as multi beam note, cleft include only have one subclass. We can ignore these main classes. Therefore, we only use seven SVM for the rest seven main classes. Because SVM runs for each main class, the number of subclass for each main class is small and we can limit the symbols having the similar shapes after segmentation. So the performance would be improved.
Eight SVMs are used for the same number of main classes. Two main classes of "_BEAM_NOTE" and "SHARP_NATURAL" apply binary classification for recognize two sub classes with standard support vector machine algorithm. For the rest cases, because each main class contains more than two sub classes, the multiclass SVMs are implemented for recognition. With mobile devices, power is a serious issue. Therefore, to optimize our proposal method, we use oneagainstone method for classifying [15] . It means that for k sub classes which need to classify, k(k−1) 2 classifiers where each one is trained on data from two classes are constructed. Given l training data(x 1 , y 1 ), … , (x l , y k ), where x i ∈ R n , i = 1, … , l and y i ∈ {1, … , k} is the class of x i . For training data from the i th and j th sub classes, the following binary classification problem is solved: 
Where the training data x i are mapped to a higher dimensional space by the function ∅ and C is the penalty parameter, ε t ij is the classification error and w ij , b ij are parameters in linear equation, respectively. Minimizing (w ij ) T is to maximize 2/‖w ij ‖, the margin between two groups of data.
C ∑ ε t ij t
is the term to reduce the number of training errors. 
Experimental Results
To achieve the performance for music symbol recognition, we use 22 music scores which captured from the camera with various morphologies: difference view point, distortion, illumination in the Figure 4 . Then, two scenarios are used for implementation.
After segmentation step, all symbols are gathered and categorized into ten main classes based on the number of head notes and the number of vertical lines. These symbol images are stored in ten folders corresponding to ten main classes. Based on the specific scenario, the number of symbols for training and testing is decided. Then SVMs are applied on the testing patterns to evaluate our proposed method's performance. Multi SVMs are used to multi main classes. Each class contains a small number of sub classes. Therefore, the time for training for each main class is reduced significantly. The probability of confusion among the kinds of symbols is cut down appreciably.
The scenario one uses 22 music scores to collect all of 2273 symbols. The number of patterns for training take two-third of the total symbols (1538 symbols) and the rest of them spend to test (735 symbols). The table 3 shows the detail number of symbols in each class as well as the total of testing and training number.
The table 4 shows the accuracy of scenario one. The first step of recognition is to classify all symbols into ten main classes using heuristic characteristics. This method is simple and fast to implement. Then SVMs are applied for each main class with the small number of subclasses. So the accuracy for each main class is very high as well as the average accuracy of our method (99.2%) in table 5.
We want to investigate the accuracy of our method in the difference scenes to evaluate the performance. So in the scenario 2, we still use 22 music scores captured from camera but 12 scores are used for training and the rest numbers are used for testing. The detail number of patterns for each main class as well as subclass and the accuracy (for each main class and average) is showed in the table 6 and  table 7 . With the scenario two, the training and testing symbols are collected independently from 22 music scores (12 scores for training and 10 scores for testing). So the symbols for testing can be different greatly to the training. Therefore, the accuracy is smaller than scenario one. With more training, the accuracy would be higher.
To compare to the previous methods (using learning machine methods to recognize all symbols Flat Sharp directly), we run SVM, NN with our database (according to [1] , SVM and NN are the best method for scanned and printed music score recognition). The accuracy in the Figure 5 shows that our proposal was the highest performance for music scores captured from the camera.
Fig.5. The comparison between three methods in accuracy

Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a new approach to recognize music symbols extracted from the music scores captured from camera with different view point, distort, illumination. The recognition process include heuristic acknowledges for splitting all symbols into subclasses before using SVM. The experimental results showed the good performance of our method. Based on the way to choose the set of training and testing, the accuracy could change. In the next work, we continue to research about this field to improve the performance much higher for all scenes.
